NYU Symphony
2015 Viola Audition Excerpts

1. Shostakovich 9, Movement 1, pickups to 122-downbeat of 161
2. Shostakovich 9, Movement 3, first page
3. Shostakovich 9, Movement 5, pickup to 194-bar of F
4. Mozart 41, Movement 1, B-downbeat of 3 after C
5. Mozart 41, Movement 2, 6 after C-downbeat of 14 before the end
6. Mozart 41, Movement 4, beginning-1 before A
7. Mozart 41, Movement 4, B-downbeat of bar after C
8. Tchaikovsky Suite 4, Movement 1 (Gigue, entire movement)
9. Tchaikovsky Suite 4, Movement 3, mm. 17-42
10. Tchaikovsky Suite 4, Movement 4, Variation 4
Andante non tanto.

VIOLE.

Allegro giusto.

N°1. THÈME ET VARIATIONS.

VAR. I. pizz.

VAR. II.

N°3. PREHIERA.

(D'après une transcription de F. Liszt)